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USE CURTAIN ROOM 
DIVIDER KITS TO CREATE 
FLOOR TO CEILING 
PRIVACY WITH EASE! 

Why use a folding screen that provides 

minimal privacy at best, when you can use 

a room divider kit? Room divider kits look 

great, are easy on the wallet, and can 

provide tons of privacy in just minutes... 
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CRAMPED  
ON SPACE?  
USE BRIGHTER  
COLORS! 
 

Bright colors make a small space feel a 

LOT larger. Invest in Natural White or 
Pearl White room divider curtains to make 

your room feel, well… roomier.

INVEST IN PREMIUM 
HEAVYWEIGHT ROOM 
DIVIDER CURTAINS  
TO CONTROL LIGHT. 
 

Keeping out the light at night is a must, 

but if you’re living with other people it 

can be tough! Use our room divider kits to 

eliminate those sleepless nights.
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DOUBLE 
UP! 
 

Turn a one bedroom apartment into a 

double by using one of these premium 

heavyweight room divider kits.   

 

Kids share a bedroom? Give them privacy 

when they want it with a strategically 

placed divider!

DIFFERENT 
STYLES FOR 
DIFFERENT 
SPACES 
 

Simply changing the color scheme of your 

separate spaces has a profound effect on 
the feel of your space. 

 

Advanced Tip: Use a room divider, 

wallpaper, or paint to signal the  “end” of 

one room and the start of another!
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THE FURNITURE MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE 
 

Strategically placed furniture makes your room divider curtain function more 

like a wall, and makes a shared bedroom feel more like your own space. 

 

Place the room divider kit along the back of a couch or desk to accentuate the divide.
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TIS THE SEASON! 
 

New seasons mean new color schemes. Invest in a few different curtain 
variations and change up the colors for the seasons! 

 

Spring and Summer: 
Sierra Red           Natural White    Pearl White                    

Fall and Winter: 
Midnight Black   Slate Gray           Dusty Gold           Mocha

7
Harbor Blue
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TURN LIVING SPACE INTO PRIVATE SPACE 
 

Our Room Divider Kits are great for changing the way you use your 

space throughout the day. 

 

Turn a living room into an office with a slide of the curtain, or help a couchsurfing 
friend find some privacy at night!
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THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX... 
 

Room dividers aren’t just for the house… They’re also a great way to hide 

the clutter in your garage, and make a nice backdrop for events and 

performances!
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Garage                                     Washing Machine              Book Case
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KEEP IT  
SIMPLE. 
 

Above all, Room Dividers are all about 

keeping things simple, so don’t overthink 

it! Use the natural structure of the room 

and install your room dividers - it takes just 

minutes to complete!

>> SHOP ROOM DIVIDERS NOW <<
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